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• Reducing the city’s vulnerability to destruction resulting from earthquake and increasing its ability to withstand disruption and to recover rapidly.

• Strengthening its routine services so that potential adverse effects of disaster are minimized.

• Responding to emergencies and disaster with appropriate and precise action plans.
Marikina Safety Program . . .
a framework in implementing actions to reduce risks, mitigate potential losses and preserve future opportunities
Bottomline

Implementation of Action Plans
Safety Program = City’s High – Level of Safety Consciousness/ Preparedness
Earthquake Museum . . .
educational and tourist magnet
Review and Revision of Policies
on:

- Land Use
- Building Design and Standards
- Preservation of existing buildings and critical facilities
Annual Income

2001 : P 737 Million
2002 : P 802 Million
2003 : P 852 Million
2004 : P 1.1 Billion
Quality Living Environment
Thank You!

Visit us at: w.w.w.marikina.gov.ph or E-mail us at: marikina@mozcom.com